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QUESTIONS FROM DANIELA
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§ How you got where you are?

§ What is your work about?

§ What is your experience as a woman in data science?

§ What kind of advice you would give to young women who want to 
pursuit a career in data science?
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FIRST STOP: UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
(1989-1993)
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Anne CondonSusan Horwitz

P.S. Took AI from a visiting assistant professor; hated it.



SECOND STOP: HEWLETT PACKARD
(SUMMER 1992)
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§ Summer undergraduate internship 
§ Wrote firmware for HP Laser Printers
§ My manager was a female
§ It was a super friendly and supportive environment



THIRD STOP: UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN (1993-1995)
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§ Started studying programming languages 
§ “Beware of the Turing Tarpit in which everything 

is possible but nothing of interest is easy.” 
– Alan Perlis, Epigrams on Programming (1982)

§ Took AI again from Caroline C. Hayes; liked it more
§ Changed to knowledge-based software engineering
§ Got to work at Army Corps of Engineers
§ On my way to getting a PHD, I got married…

finished masters and moved back to 
Wisconsin



MS THESIS: VISUAL SUPPORT FOR THE ISLE 
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 
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§ ISLE: Integrated Simulation Language Environment 



FOURTH STOP: BACK TO WISCONSIN (1995-2001)
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§ Gave programming languages one more try
§ Why? 
§ Lambda calculus: a universal model of computation 

that can be used to simulate any Turing machine
§ At the same time, took machine learning (spring 1996)

§ Fell in love with it
§ AI was still in its winter

§ Expert systems were brittle; 
they fell hard

§ But a spring bud was growing: 
Web search
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WHAT IS 
MACHINE 
LEARNING?

https://xkcd.com/1838/

A

B



MACHINE LEARNING EMERGED FROM AI
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Animal learning 

(Cognitive science, 

Psychology, 

Neuroscience) 

Machine learning 

Statistics  

Computer science 

Adaptive Control 

Theory Evolution 

Economics 

and 

Organizational 
Behavior 

Machine Learning in Computer Science 

•  Machine learning already the preferred approach to 
–  Speech recognition, Natural language processing 

–  Computer vision 

–  Medical outcomes analysis 

–  Robot control 

–  … 

•  This ML niche is growing (why?) 

All software apps. 

ML apps. 



CS, STATISTICS, MACHINE LEARNING
§ Computer Science: How can we build machines that solve problems, and 

which problems are inherently tractable/intractable?

§ Statistics: What can be inferred from data plus a set of modeling 
assumptions, with what reliability?

§ Machine Learning: How can we build computer systems that automatically 
improve with experience, and what are the fundamental laws that govern all 
learning processes?



PLACE OF ML WITHIN COMPUTER SCIENCE

§ The application is too complex for people to manually 
design algorithms – e.g., computer vision

§ The application requires that the software customize 
to its operational environment after it is fielded – e.g., 
speech recognition

(Tom Mitchell, The Discipline of Machine Learning, July 2006)



§ Arthur Samuel coined the 
term machine learning 
(1959)

§ Field of study that gives 
computers the ability to 
learn without being 
explicitly programmed 

§ The Samuel Checkers-
playing Program



WHAT DOES “LEARNING” MEAN?

The Well-posed Learning Problem:

A computer program is said to learn from experience E w.r.t.
some task T and some performance measure P, if its
performance on T, as measured by P, improves with
experience E. -- Tom Mitchell (1997)



EXAMPLE
§ Suppose your email program observes which emails you mark as spam and which 

you do not, and based on that information learns how to better filter spam.
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EXAMPLE
§ Suppose your email program observes which emails you mark as spam and which 

you do not, and based on that information learns how to better filter spam.

§ Task T: Classifying emails as spam or not spam 

§ Experience E: Observing you label emails as spam or not spam

§ Performance P: The number (or fraction) of emails correctly classified as spam/not 
spam 



SOME “SUCCESS” STORIES
§ IBM Watson defeats the best human competitors in Jeopardy!

§ Google AlphaGo Model defeats Euro Go Campaign

§ Speech recognition: Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, Google Go, …

§ Image recognition

§ Translation

§ Fraud detection

§ Self-driving cars

§ Recommendation systems: Amazon, NetFlix, …
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FIFTH STOP: HRL LABORATORIES (SUMMER 1997)
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§ Summer graduate internship: Malibu J



PHD THESIS: BUILDING INTELLIGENT AGENTS THAT 
LEARN TO RETRIEVE AND EXTRACT INFORMATION
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§ Built one of the earlier personalized Web search engines
§ Learned how to score Web pages and score hyperlinks using

§ two knowledge-based neural networks (KBANNs), and
§ reinforcement learning 

§ I finished my PHD in 2001; the winter of neural networks did not 
end until late 2000s. 😕 Jude Shavlik

Minor in mathematical statistics came to be very helpful.



SIXTH STOP: LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL 
LABORATORY (2001-2010)
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Aerial view of Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

The Laboratory also applies its special expertise and
multidisciplinary capabilities to preventing the proliferation and
use of weapons of mass destruction, bolstering homeland security
and solving other nationally important problems, including energy
and environmental security, basic science and economic
competitiveness.

LLNL is home to many unique facilities and a number of the most
powerful computer systems in the world, according to the TOP500
list, including Blue Gene/L, the world's fastest computer from 2004
until Los Alamos National Laboratory's IBM Roadrunner
supercomputer surpassed it in 2008. On June 18, 2012, LLNL
re-took the lead on the latest edition of the list of the world’s Top
500 supercomputers with IBM Sequoia, a 16.32 petaflops system packing more than 1.5 million custom
Power cores. It is based on the same IBM BlueGene/Q architecture used in three other top ten systems
which also were the most power efficient on the list. Since 1978, LLNL has received a total of 118 R&D
100 Awards, including five in 2007.[2] The awards are given annually by the editors of R&D Magazine to
the most innovative ideas of the year.

The Laboratory is located on a one-square-mile (2.6 km2) site at the eastern edge of Livermore. It also
operates a 7,000 acres (28 km2) remote experimental test site, called Site 300, situated about 15 miles
(24 km) southeast of the main lab site. LLNL has an annual budget of about $1.5 billion and a staff of
roughly 5,800 employees.

Origins
LLNL was established 63 years ago in 1952 as the University of California Radiation Laboratory at
Livermore, an offshoot of the existing UC Radiation Laboratory at Berkeley. It was intended to spur
innovation and provide competition to the nuclear weapon design laboratory at Los Alamos in New
Mexico, home of the Manhattan Project that developed the first atomic weapons. Edward Teller and Ernest
Lawrence,[3] director of the Radiation Laboratory at Berkeley, are regarded as the co-founders of the
Livermore facility.

The new laboratory was sited at a former naval air station of World War II. It was already home to several
UC Radiation Laboratory projects that were too large for its location in the hills above the Berkeley
campus, including one of the first experiments in the magnetic approach to confined thermonuclear
reactions (i.e. fusion). About half an hour southeast of Berkeley, the Livermore site provided much greater
security for classified projects than an urban university campus.

Lawrence tapped 32-year-old Herbert York, a former graduate student of his, to run Livermore. Under
York, the Lab had four main programs: Project Sherwood (the Magnetic Fusion Program), Project Whitney
(the weapons design program), diagnostic weapon experiments (both for the Los Alamos and Livermore
laboratories), and a basic physics program. York and the new lab embraced the Lawrence "big science"
approach, tackling challenging projects with physicists, chemists, engineers, and computational scientists
working together in multidisciplinary teams.

Lawrence died in August 1958 and shortly after, the university's board of regents named both laboratories
for him, as the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory - Wikipedia, the free enc... https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Livermore_National_Labo...
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Motto "Science and Technology
on a mission."

Established 1952 by the University of
California; 63 years ago

Research type Nuclear and basic science

Budget $1.5 billion

Director William H. Goldstein

Staff 5,800

Location Livermore, California

Campus 1 square mile (2.6 km2)

Operating
agency

Lawrence Livermore
National Security, LLC

Website llnl.gov (http://www.llnl.gov)
llnsllc.com
(http://www.llnsllc.com)

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Location in the United States

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is
a federal research facility in Livermore, California,
founded by the University of California in 1952. A
Federally Funded Research and Development Center
(FFRDC), it is primarily funded by the United States
Department of Energy (DOE) and managed and
operated by Lawrence Livermore National Security,
LLC (LLNS), a partnership of the University of
California, Bechtel, Babcock & Wilcox, URS, and
Battelle Memorial Institute in affiliation with the Texas
A&M University System. The laboratory was honored
in 2012 by having the synthetic chemical element
livermorium named after it.

Contents
1 Background
2 Origins
3 Nuclear weapons projects
4 Plutonium research
5 Global security program
6 Other programs
7 Key accomplishments
8 Unique facilities
9 Largest computers
10 Livermore Valley Open Campus (LVOC)
11 Sponsors
12 Budget
13 Directors
14 Organization
15 Corporate management
16 See also
17 Footnotes
18 References
19 External links and sources

Background
LLNL is self-described as "a premier research and development institution for science and technology
applied to national security."[1] Its principal responsibility is ensuring the safety, security and reliability of
the nation’s nuclear weapons through the application of advanced science, engineering and technology.

LLNL

Coordinates: 37.69°N 121.71°W

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory - Wikipedia, the free enc... https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Livermore_National_Labo...
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Steven Ashby

Celeste Matarazzo



FIRST PROJECT: STATISTICAL MODELING 
OF SCIENTIFIC SIMULATION DATA
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§ Motivation: Data is too big to be handled by visualization tools

§ Terabyte scale data [2001-05] 
§ Multivariate in spatio-temporal region

§ Thousands of time steps
§ Hundreds of variables

§ Regular & irregular grids
§ Goal: Help scientists gather knowledge from big scientific data sets

Mesh
Data

Visualization
Tool

Massively 
Parallel 

Simulation 
Program



PROBLEM: RAPID IDENTIFICATION OF AREAS 
OF INTEREST THROUGH DATA MODELS & QUERIES
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§ Inputs
§ Data set: scientific simulation (mesh) data

§ Millions of discrete spatial elements (zones)
§ Thousands of discrete steps in time 
§ Hundreds of physical variables at each zone per time step 
§ Terabytes of storage

§ User query
§ Range query
§ Similarity-based query

§ Output
§ Rapidly display query results



SOLUTION: BUILD MODELS OF DATA AND 
QUERY THEM TO IDENTIFY REGIONS OF INTEREST
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§ Reduce data storage requirements & access times 
§ Step 1: Build models of data
§ Step 2: Permit queries over models of data

Simulation
Code

Mesh
Data

Models 
of Data

Ad-Hoc
Query

Query
Processor

Model
Generator

Answer in 
Mesh Format

Viz
Tool
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Statistical spring of AI:
If you can’t beat them,
join them



SWITCHED RESEARCH TOPICS IN 2005
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§ Started working on graph mining tasks 
§ Supervised learning, unsupervised learning, 

anomaly detection, graph search, …
§ Spring of AI in full bloom 🌷 Christos Faloutsos

Edmond Chow



I STAYED AT LLNL FOR 9 YEARS
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§ Loved the people there
§ Got to have amazing summer interns
§ Got to work with and support the research of many excellent scholars

§ But the management changed from University of California to Lawrence Livermore 
National Security, LLC L

Lise Getoor David Jensen Michael I. Jordan Tom Griffiths



MOVE TO ACADEMIA
A seed needs to be planted 2-body problem
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Geoff Webb Branden Fitelson



SEVENTH STOP: RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
(2010-2016)
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§ A champion is needed

§ I was at Rutgers University for 6 years
§ 2010 – 2012 Assistant Professor (tenure-track)

of Computer Science
§ 2012 – 2016 Associate Professor (tenured) 

of Computer Science

Dimitris Metaxas

11/14/15, 8!17 AMRutgers University - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Page 1 of 32https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rutgers_University

Rutgers
The State University of New Jersey

Official Seal of the State University

Latin: Universitas Rutgersensis

Civitatis Novae Caesareae[1]

Former names Queen's College
(1766–1825)
Rutgers College
(1825–1925)
Rutgers University
(1925-1945)

Motto Sol iustitiae et occidentem
illustra

Motto
in English

Sun of righteousness, shine
upon the West also.

Established November 10, 1766

Type Public
Multiple campus
Land-grant
Sea-grant
Research university

Academic
affiliation

AAU
APLU
ORAU

Rutgers University
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Rutgers" redirects here. For other uses, see Rutgers (disambiguation).

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (/ˈrʌtɡərz/),
commonly referred to as Rutgers University, Rutgers, or
RU, is an American public research university and the largest
institution for higher education in New Jersey.

Originally chartered as Queen's College on November 10,
1766, Rutgers is the eighth-oldest college in the United States
and one of the nine "Colonial Colleges" chartered before the
American Revolution.[7][8] The college was renamed
Rutgers College in 1825[9] in honor of Colonel Henry
Rutgers (1745–1830), a New York City landowner,
philanthropist and former military officer, whose generous
donation to the school allowed it to reopen after years of
financial difficulty. For most of its existence, Rutgers was a
private liberal arts college affiliated with the Dutch Reformed
Church and admitted only male students. The college
expanded its role in research and instruction in agriculture,
engineering, and science when it was named as the state's
sole land-grant college in 1864 under the Morrill Act of
1862.[10] It gained university status in 1924 with the
introduction of graduate education and further expansion.[10]

However, Rutgers evolved into a coeducational public
research university after being designated "The State
University of New Jersey" by the New Jersey Legislature in
laws enacted in 1945 and 1956.[11] It is one of only two
colonial colleges that later became public universities.[a]

Rutgers, however, remains something of a public-private
hybrid, in particular retaining certain "private rights" against
unilateral changes in its governance, name, and structure that
the state might otherwise want to impose.[12]

Rutgers has three campuses located throughout New Jersey:
The New Brunswick campus in New Brunswick and adjacent
Piscataway, the Newark campus and the Camden campus.
The university has additional facilities elsewhere in New
Jersey.[13] Instruction is offered by 9,000 faculty members in

Coordinates: 40°30ʹ6ʺN 74°26ʹ53ʺW

Map data ©2015 Google 20 mi

New Brunswick, NJ

New Brunswick, NJ

Quick facts

Photos Street View

New Brunswick, NJ - Google Maps https://www.google.com/maps/place/New+Brunswick,+NJ/@40.4...

1 of 2 11/14/15, 8:39 AM
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COMPLEX NETWORKS ARE UBIQUITOUS 
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Technological Networks

Information Networks

Social Networks

Biological networks

Internet NY State Power Grid

Map of Science

Friendship HP Emails

Contagion of TBFood Web



LEARNING, MINING, AND GRAPHS
§ Algorithms

§ Role discovery
§ Community detection
§ Network classification
§ Affecting dissemination
§ Enriching incomplete networks
§ Core-number estimation
§ Network similarity
§ Graph search
§ Graph reconciliation
§ Network dynamics
§ Social ranking
§ …

§ Theory
§ Axiomatic approaches to network 

measures (e.g., strength of tie)
§ Applications

§ Cyber defense
§ Mobile ad targeting
§ Fraud detection
§ …
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EIGHTH STOP: NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
(2016-PRESENT)
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§ Move from public university to private university
§ Pay attention to the changing world

§ Carla Brodley, the dean of Khoury College of Computer 
Sciences at Northeastern, has been one of my mentors 
since late 1990s

§ She is also one of my letter writers, saw that 
I was looking around, and started the hard sell 
§ Her vision for the college
§ The Network Science Institute

§ I knew Barabasi, Vespignani, and Lazer from before 
because I go to many meetings J

§ We negotiated for many many months 
§ Visited before resigning from Rutgers Carla Brodley



CURRENT PROJECTS
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§ Graph metric spaces
§ Limits of learning in networks
§ Ethics of AI: “sexist/racist robots”
§ Adversarial machine learning
§ Collective problem solving
§ …



NEXT STOP: ???
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MY EXPERIENCE AS A WOMAN IN DATA SCIENCE
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§ The good
§ I’ve been incredibly lucky to have had amazing female and male mentors from the 

beginning.
§ The bad

§ At an interview during my post-PhD job search, my host told me:  Wow, you are meeting 
with Dr. X.  He is the Global VP of Research for our company.  He only meets with job 
candidates who have won ACM Turing Award or are minorities.

§ My work has been recognized more in institutions that have women in management / 
administration.

§ The ugly
§ I’ve encountered more sexism since moving to academia.  My husband warned me of it.
§ After joining Rutgers, a co-PI was instructing me how to spend my research money. 
§ Senior female professors are often called aloof; junior female professors are often called 

green. 



MY TOP 10 ADVICE
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1. Pay attention to the changing world around you
2. Continuously grow your social network
3. Don’t be afraid to change your mind
4. Believe in yourself and your abilities
5. Always soft sell yourself
6. Ask for help: sisters mailing lists, CRA-W, Grace Hopper Conference, etc.
7. Go to conferences, workshops, symposia
8. Be social
9. Take pride in your work (aesthetics matter)
10.Talk about your research in terms of the Heilmeier Catechism



GEORGE H. HEILMEIER
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§ BS in Electrical Engineering from University of Pennsylvania
§ PhD in Solid State Materials and Electronics from 

Princeton University
§ From late 1950s to late 1960s, was at RCA Labs

§ His work led to the first working liquid crystal displays
§ Director of DARPA in the 1970s
§ After DARPA:

§ VP and CTO of Texas Instruments
§ President and CEO of Bellcore àTelcordia à Science Applications International 

Corporation (SAIC)
§ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_H._Heilmeier

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_H._Heilmeier


THE HEILMEIER CATECHISM 
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1. What are you trying to do? Articulate your objectives using absolutely no jargon.
2. What is the problem? Why is it hard?
3. How is it done today, and what are the limits of current practice?
4. What's new in your approach and why do you think it will be successful?
5. Who cares? If you're successful, what difference will it make? What impact will 

success have?
6. What are the risks and the payoffs? How will it be measured?
7. How much will it cost? How long will it take?
8. What are the midterm and final "exams" to check for success? How will progress be 

measured?



THANK YOU
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Wordle™

http://eliassi.org

http://eliassi.org/

